PROTECTING YOUR WORKFORCE
As your organization prepares to return employees back to onsite work, there are many factors to foster a healthy, safe, and productive work environment. With this, there’s a need for a solution that can do all these things, plus protect your employees’ health information, and with the urgency of this evolving situation, be up and running fast.

A PHASED APPROACH FOR YOUR WORKFORCE
Appian Workforce Safety can help you return your workforce back to offices and facilities, safely and with minimal disruption. We know that time is of the essence, and we’ve designed a solution that can be stood up and running within hours.

This solution enables you to monitor and manage employee information through a secure, real-time dashboard, in order to make informed decisions and maintain workforce productivity. It includes a daily pass request process with screening for each individual who needs to be on site and an automated return-to-workplace certification available on their mobile device.

You can track your capacity management, along with shift management as well, through the real-time response hub available for managers and administrators who need access. This approach also lets you set and track capacities for the number of individuals that can request access to certain worksites, offices, locations, so you can more easily follow local government guidelines. All this to support a safe, phased return for your workforce.

Appian Workforce Safety is available on the HIPAA-compliant and HITRUST-Certified Appian Cloud or on-premises. It is also available in English, Italian, Spanish, German, and French, with the ability to expand to other languages for your diverse workforce.

INDUSTRY LEADERS TRUST APPIAN
A leading American technology company chose Appian to manage its response to the COVID-19 pandemic and the eventual return of their workforce to their offices and facilities. Their solution is HIPAA compliant, configurable for any health crisis and centralizes all employee data on health status, recent travel, and recent symptoms and diagnosis. The company’s Crisis Management team will use this solution to respond to incidents and coordinate the safe return of thousands of employees when it reopens its facilities. The leading company will use Appian to support their top priority — which is the health of its global workforce and facilities worldwide.
Workforce Safety

FAST, EASY, AND SECURE

- **A unified response hub.** See and manage the health and work status of all employees in real time, through a single interface.

- **User-friendly workforce screening.** Provide your employees, visitors, contractors, anyone who is onsite at your workplace, with a simple web or mobile interface for submitting and updating the personal health and risk data required by local law and corporate policy.

- **Quick response.** Easily track and respond to exposures and incidents with contact tracing and case management in accordance with the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention advisements.

- **Simple Integrations:** Easily leverage the mobile badging permission available in Workforce Safety with the systems you have already in place for faster integrations.

- **Intelligent return-to-workplace certification.** Leverage an expanding library of pre-loaded rules, based on health organization guidelines and government regulations for evaluating an employee's health and risk data and authorizing return-to-work.

- **Support for an automated, phased approach.** Deliver onsite passes to give access to employees based on geography, team, role, personal health risk, workspace capacity, or other factors.

- **Fast issue resolution.** Use built-in case management capabilities to quickly manage exceptions, appeals, and employee concerns.

- **Privacy and security.** Protect sensitive employee health data with a solution that can run on the Appian HIPAA-compliant and HITRUST-certified cloud.

- **FDA-authorized COVID-19 testing.** Appian has partnered with digital health company Everlywell and their at-home collection tests.

- **Capacity Management.** Easily define capacity limits for shift scheduling.

WORLDWIDE INDUSTRY LEADERS TRUST APPIAN

Appian

Appian provides a low-code automation platform that accelerates the creation of high-impact business solutions. Many of the world’s largest organizations use Appian solutions to improve customer experience, achieve operational excellence, and simplify global risk management and compliance.

For more information, visit appian.com/workforce-safety